The curvature of the intersection of a minimal surface S with parallel planes {z = t}, between plane parallel convex curves r0 and f, on S, takes its minimum on To" I-,. A sharp tower bound for the curvature of Sn {z = t} is derived.
INTRODUCTION
In this note we consider some geometric properties of the shape of a minimal surface S in space bounded by two plane convex curves F',, I-, lying in parallel planes. In [ 1 I ] Shiffmann proved that under this assumption the intersection of S with a plane parallel to the planes of f,, f, is again a convex curve.
Here we wish to give sharp estimates for the curvatures of these convex curves and for other related functions such as the lengths, the distances from an axis perpendicular to the planes above, and the gradients of these level curves.
More precisely Iet f, and fj be two convex plane curves lying in the planesz=t,, z=t,, respectively. The minimal surface S between r, and Tr can be parameterized as (see [ 113 ) x = x( 7, t ), Y = A-L 11, z = t, (1.1) where (t, t) are conformal parameters on the surface satisfying XT, + Yr, = 03 x,, + y,, = 0, x;+y;=x:+y:+ 1, X,X# + yr yt = 0.
Shiffmann's result ([ 111 page 80) claims:
T, = S n {z = t } is a strictly convex curue.
We improve this result in Theorem 3.1 by proving that: (1.2) the curvature K of the convex curves Tr on S takes its minimum on r, v rl.
(1.3)
Moreover if K,, K, are the minimum curvatures of r,, and r,, respectively, and to = 0, t, = 1 we prove that for any point P E (x, y, z) on T, log K(P) > (1 -t) log K, + t log K,.
(1.4)
The previous bound is improved in Theorem 3.2 by considering the surface of revolution of minimum area S* bounded by two parallel circles r,*, r:, with common axis of symmetry, lying on the same planes as r, and r,, and with curvatures K, and K,. If K*(t) is the curvature of the circle obtained by intersecting S* with the plane {z = t} then we show in Theorem 3.2 that
for PE rr.
(1.5)
In Theorem 2.1 we show a differential inequality for the length L(t) of the level curves T,. This implies, by Theorem 2.2, a sharp upper bound for L, and an explicit necessary condition, in terms of ) t, -t, 1 and of the length of r,, and r,, for the minimal surface S to exist. In Theorem 4.1 we get two differential inequalities for the maximum and minimum distances of the level curves TI from a fixed axis perpendicular to the xy-plane. In Theorem 4.2 we show sharp upper and lower bounds for the gradient of the level curves TI.
If minimal surfaces are considered in the form z = U(X, y) any previous result can be read for the classical solution u to the minimal surface equation
(1 + q u,.t -~w5U,." + (1 + 4) u, = 07 (1.6) in a ring-like domain Sz = D,-D,, where D, c DO, and DO and D, are plane convex bodies; do,, dD, are the projections onto (z = 0} of the curves r,,, r, described above; so that u satisfies the following boundary conditions 24 = t, on aD,, u=t, on dD,.
(1.7)
A comparison result between the height z of the solution to (1.6) and the capacity function of DO -D, is given in [S] .
It would be possible to give an independent proof of (1.2) by using the described estimates for K and by a continuity argument starting from suitable radially symmetric minimal surfaces. We refer to [2] for continuity argument for minimal surfaces; maximum principles for minimal surface with more general boundary conditions can be found in [3] .
The principal idea in this paper is to consider the support function h related to the convex curves fr. We introduce t and the direction 0 of the exterior normal vector to r, as parameters on S. In Section 2 we show that h satisfies a partial differential equation in (0, t) coordinates. Then by calculus and maximum principle arguments we get the proof of the theorems described above. Since for any (x, y) in Q, (0, t) is uniquely defined and vice versa, we can introduce the frame system coordinates (0, t) as new coordinate.
Now it is not difficult to see, by (2.1) and the geometric meaning of 8, that the following formulas hold when {U = t } is a strictly convex curve of class C* (c.f. [9] ) ah ho=%= -xsmd+ycos& 3) where R is the radius of curvature of the plane curve {U = t}. Moreover the partial derivatives of u can be rewritten as partial derivatives of h with respect to 0 and t. More precisely if u,, is the outward normal derivative and u,,, u,, are the derivatives of u in normal coordinates we have
Now let us consider the solution u to (1.6), (1.7). The Eq. (1.6) in normal coordinates becomes U,,+(l+U;)U,,=o.
By (1.2) we can use the support function h and by (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), we find that h satisfies the equation (h + hBo) h,, -h;@ = h; + 1. (2.8) This non linear partial differential equation for h will be the central formula for the proof of any theorem in this note. In the next theorem we give another proof of (2.8), without using (2.4)-(2.6), which holds for a parametric minimal surface S given by (1.1) and satisfying (1.2). In this case h( ., t) will be defined as the support function of any convex curve T, with respect to the point (0, 0, t). .3) it follows that L(t)= j ds= j;xR(B, t)dO= j;'h(B, t)d@ (2.13) r, THEOREM 
L satisfies the following differential inequality in (to, t,):
L"L -Lt2 z 4x2.
(2.14)
Equality holds in (2.14) for some q in (to, t, ) if and only ifall the level curves T, are concentric circles.
Proof: We sketch the proof because it is similar to arguments used by the authors in [S] . By (2.13) we get L'(t) = j'" h,(B, t) d0, By (2.13) and (2.15) we prove (2.14). Moreover equality holds in (2.14) for some n in (to, t,) if and only if hsl(., q) ~0 and R( ., n) is proportional to h,(., q).
Therefore h, is constant on r,, and r,, is a circle. By uniqueness of interior analytic continuation of minimal surfaces (see [2] ) we complete the proof. 1
Let us consider now two parallel circles To, rr with common axis of symmetry, lying in the same planes as r, and rr, and with the same perimeter as r,, and rr, respectively. Let 3, if it exists, be the unique surface of revolution of minimum area between T0 and rr. If r(t) is the radius of the circle $n (z= t}, then r satisfies the boundary value problem y".y-y'*= 1 in (to, tl), (2.17)
The solutions to (2.17) can be written in terms of catenaries and in [ 1, p. 1091, one can find necessary conditions on 1 t, -t I 1, L( to), and L( t, ) for the function r to exist.
The following theorems shows that the conditions quoted above are also necessary conditions for the minimal surface S to exist. THEOREM 2.3. A necessary condition for the minimal surface S between r, and rl to exist is that there exists the solution r(t) to (2.17) corresponding to 3. Moreover L(t)<2nr(t) for tE Cb, t,l. So w E exp u is a solution to (2.17) and the inequality above we get v(t) < w(t) in (to, t, Now by applying a maximum principle argument quoted in Lemma 1, in the appendix for convenience of reader, we get the proof of (3.3). In fact since the gradient h, of the level curves T, given by 2.10 is bounded, the functionf(t) is continuous on [to, tl] . Moreover by (3.2), (3.3) we have
+(t)=max{logR(B, t)l6EB}=logf(t).
So Let us consider now two parallel circles f,*, ft with common axis of symmetry, lying in the same planes as r, and f, , and with radii K,-I, K; '. Let S* be the surface of revolution of minimum area between r,* and r: Since fg*3 rO',, f:~ F, from Theorem 2.3 and from monotonicity arguments (c.f. [7] ), we derive that if S exists then S* exists too. Moreover let K*(t) be the curvature of the level circles S* n {z = t}. In the following theorem we derive a sharp lower bound for the curvature K of the curve r,. THEOREM 3.2. If S is the minimal surface between r, and r, , and IY S* is the surface of revolution of minimum area between r,* and ry then the inequality ( 1 S) hold.
Proof: The radius R(t) = K*(t)-' is a solution to the differential equation (2.17) . So by computation we derive that (log R)" = Rp2 in (to, tr).
By applying to (3.3) and to equality above the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we derive that which implies ( 1 S).
DISTANCE AND GRADIENT ESTIMATES
Nitsche in [6] has proved that if a minimal surface S exists between r, and r, then the projections of the domains bounded by r, and r, onto the xy-plane, parallel to r, and r,, must have a nonempty intersection I. So we can choose the origin of the coordinates in I such that (0, 0, t} is in the domain bounded by T,. Let us consider now the functions &t)=max{(x2+y2)1'21(~, y, t)~r,}, a(t)=min{(x2+y2)'~*~(x, y, t)~r,}.
(4.1) (4.2) s(t) and a(t) are the radii of two concentric circles tangent and bounding T,. Of course estimates on s(t) and on a(t) are useful to bound the shape of s. Moreover if (x2 + y') achieves its maximum or minimum at (X, j) on {u = t } the support line to T, at (X, j) is normal to the vector (X, y). So by (2.2) h, is zero at (X, j). By this fact and (4.7) we derive (4.5) and (4.6). In the following theorem we give sharp estimates of the gradients h, of the level curves T,. Moreover y E q if and only if S is a radial minimal surface.
Proof. For simplicity, we set E(h,) = sinh-'(h,) (4.14)
By differentiating (2.8) with respect to t we have Since y and q are continuous on (to, ti), by (4.18) and (4.19) the proof of theorem 4.2 is obtained. 1
Remark. In the case that S is in the form z = u(x, y) then by (2.4) we have that l/lVul = lh,l. So Theorem (4.2) implies estimates for lVu/ depending only on y( to), y( t, ), q( to), q( t, ); i.e., depending only on max{ IV(x)/: XE~D~} and on min{ lVu(x)l: XE~TJD~}, i=O, 1.
APPENDIX
For simplicity and convenience of the reader we report in the form used in this paper one lemma related to maximum principle arguments.
Let set B the quotient set BE R/27r Z and let Q = B x (to, r,). 
